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Abstract: Lepton-flavor violation (LFV) has been discovered in the neutrino sector by neutrino
oscillation experiments. The minimal extension of the Standard Model (SM) to include neutrino
masses allows LFV in the charged sector (CLFV) at the loop level, but at rates that are too small
to be experimentally observed. Lepton-number violation (LNV) is explicitly forbidden even in the
minimally extended SM, so the observation of an LNV process would be unambiguous evidence of
physics beyond the SM. The search for the LNV and CLFV process µ−+ N(A, Z)→ e++ N′(A, Z− 2)
(referred to as µ−→ e+) complements 0νββ decay searches, and is sensitive to potential flavor effects
in the neutrino mass-generation mechanism. A theoretical motivation for µ−→ e+ is presented along
with a review of the status of past µ−→ e+ experiments and future prospects. Special attention is
paid to an uncertain and potentially dominant background for these searches, namely, radiative
muon capture (RMC). The RMC high energy photon spectrum is theoretically understudied and
existing measurements insufficiently constrain this portion of the spectrum, leading to potentially
significant impacts on current and future µ−→ e+ work.

Keywords: muon; muon conversion; charged lepton flavor violation; CLFV; lepton number violation;
LNV; radiative muon capture

1. Introduction

The incoherent conversion of a negative muon into a positron in a muonic atom,
µ− + N(A, Z)→ e+ + N′(A, Z− 2) (referred to as µ− → e+ hereafter), is an exotic process
that is both lepton-flavor violating (LFV) and lepton-number violating (LNV) with a change
in lepton number by two units (∆L = 2). The conservation of charged lepton number and
flavor has been very well experimentally established. The symmetry corresponding to the
conservation of lepton flavor is broken in the Standard Model (SM) by the introduction of
neutrino masses, and the symmetry corresponding to the conservation of lepton number
can additionally be broken by the introduction of new interactions and particles. In the
last few decades, LFV decays of the muon have been studied experimentally through
three processes, each forbidden before the introduction of neutrino masses: µ+ → e+γ,
µ+ → e+e−e+, and µ− + N → e− + N (referred to as µ− → e−). Experiments searching for
µ− → e− can also typically search for µ− → e+, and so are able to investigate both LFV and
LNV in the muon sector. The most recent result on muon LFV processes comes from the
MEG experiment searching for µ+ → e+γ, reporting B(µ+ → e+γ) < 4.2× 10−13 at 90%
confidence level (CL) [1]. The upgrade of the MEG experiment to improve the experimental
sensitivity by an order of magnitude is in progress [2]. The new Mu3e [3] at PSI will search
for µ+ → e+e−e+, improving the sensitivity by three orders of magnitude in Phase I. New
results for µ− → e− with 100–10,000 times better sensitivity are expected by the end of the
decade from the COMET [4] and Mu2e [5] experiments.

The theoretical branching ratio expectations for muon LFV decays in the SM minimally
extended to include neutrino masses are extremely small, below 10−50 for all three searched
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for processes. The rate is suppressed by ((∆m2
ν)/M2

W)2 where mν is the neutrino mass
and MW is the W-boson mass [6], and also due to the GIM (Glashow–Iliopoulos–Maiani)
mechanism. Therefore, observation of any charged LFV (CLFV) process is direct evidence
of physics beyond the SM.

In the LNV case, such as µ− → e+, the process is not allowed as a perturbative process.
The minimal extension of the SM with a Majorana neutrino allows for the famous LNV
process, neutrinoless double-beta decay (0νββ), to occur. In fact, the Feynman diagrams
for µ− → e+ and 0νββ mediated by a Majorana neutrino are very similar, as depicted
in Figure 1, except that µ− → e+ also involves a change of lepton flavor. The µ− →
e+ and 0νββ processes are complimentary in the sense that 0νββ involves same-flavor
(or “flavor-diagonal”) transitions while µ− → e+ involves a different flavor (of “flavor-
off-diagonal”) transition. In some theories for physics beyond the SM, flavor-diagonal
transitions are suppressed and observable signals of new physics are associated with
different-flavor processes.
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u d

u d
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+e

W

W

ν = ν X
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Figure 1. The tree-level diagram of µ− → e+ (left) and 0νββ (right) in a Majorana neutrino model.

Benefiting from progress in detector technology and the feasibility of obtaining a large
amount of target material, models involving LNV in general are more easily observable at
0νββ experiments, such as KamLAND-Zen [7], than in µ− → e+ searches. This is true for
the case that a light Majorana neutrino mediates the LNV, where 0νββ would be more easily
measurable than µ− → e+. The effect on the 0νββ and µ− → e+ processes in a specific new
physics model, for example, a heavy sterile neutrino model, is not very well studied. The
“Black box theorem” [8–11] relates the Majorana neutrino mass to the amplitude of 0νββ
and any ∆L = 2 processes even in the presence of new physics, showing that the occurrence
of any ∆L = 2 process, including µ− → e+, implies a nonzero Majorana neutrino mass.
An enhancement or suppression of the rate of µ− → e+ over 0νββ was suggested by
some new physics models [12–18]. In addition, some theories explain the LNV of 0νββ
without a Majorana neutrino exchange, but instead using a new mediator particle from a
supersymmetric theory or a Majoron: see the discussion by Engel and Menéndez [19]. These
models discussed by Engel and Menéndez can also be used to describe µ− → e+. Therefore,
from one perspective, µ− → e+ is a LNV search mediated by a Majorana neutrino similar
to 0νββ experiments, and from another perspective, it is a new physics search regarding the
flavor effect on the neutrino mixing in the framework of the theory beyond the SM. While
there are other LNV searches such as τ− → e+π−π− [20] or K± → π∓µ±µ± [21], those
are not similar processes to 0νββ or µ− → e+, so their direct comparison with µ− → e+ or
0νββ is very difficult. A few very recent studies have suggested comparing the 0νββ results
with the collider experimental results for the t-channel process of same-sign W-boson
scattering [22–24].

From the experimental point of view, µ− → e+ is attracting more interest as the future
µ− → e− experiments progress. The COMET [4] and Mu2e [5] experiments will search
for µ− → e− with an experimental sensitivity down to 10−17. Although the experimental
designs were not optimized for µ− → e+, these experiments can significantly improve
the sensitivity reach of µ− → e+ owing to the considerable increase in the number of
muons. The current best experimental limits on µ− → e+ were obtained by the SINDRUM
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II experiment with titanium nuclei: B(µ− + Ti → e+ + Ca) < 1.7× 10−12 at 90% CL to
the ground state of calcium [25].

The purpose of this article is to emphasize the importance of the search for µ− → e+

and assess its feasibility in future µ− → e− experiments. Section 2 reviews the theoretical
estimation of the µ− → e+ rate in connection with the 0νββ search. It also describes
the past experimental results for µ− → e+. Section 3 introduces the future µ− → e−

experiments where µ− → e+ can be studied. A major background component is analyzed
and a mitigation strategy for suppressing the background in order to improve the signal
sensitivity of µ− → e+ searches is also described.

2. Theories and Past Results
2.1. Estimation of the µ− → e+ Rate in the Extended SM with a Majorana Neutrino

A generic model of neutrino masses includes at least three light, left-handed neutrinos,
with neutrino flavor oscillations described by the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata
(PMNS) matrix [26–28]. A right-handed neutrino, or any other hypothetical neutrino, may
have significantly larger mass than the light neutrinos, as is expected, for example, from the
Seesaw Mechanism [29–34]. In the minimal extension of the SM with a Majorana neutrino,
the µ− → e+ process is allowed through a light or heavy Majorana neutrino exchange,
as depicted in Figure 1. However, as described before, it is also possible that other new
particles beyond the SM or new interactions between quarks and leptons may mediate
the interaction.

Assuming the light or heavy Majorana neutrino exchange interaction, the leading
order µ− → e+ matrix element when the initial and final states of nuclei are both ground
states can be written as [35]:

M f i = −i
(

GF√
2

)2 1

(2π)3/2
1√

4Eµ−Ee+
v̄(ke+)(1 + γ5)u(kµ−)

×
meg2

A
2πR

[ 〈mν〉µe

me
Mν + 〈M−1

N 〉µempMN

]
× 2πδ

(
Eµ− + Ei − E f − Ee+

)
(1)

∝
{
〈mν〉µeMν (light neutrino)
〈M−1

N 〉µeMN (heavy neutrino)

In this equation, GF is the Fermi constant, me is the electron mass, gA is the weak axial
coupling constant, and R is the nuclear radius. E(µ− ,e+ , f ,i) represent the energy of the muon,
positron, final nuclear ground state, and initial nuclear ground state, respectively. The
effective neutrino masses are defined as:

〈m〉αβ = ∑
k

UαkUβkmk , (2)

for the light neutrino, and

〈M−1
N 〉αβ = ∑

k

UαkUβl

Mk
, (3)

for the heavy neutrino, where α and β are flavor indexes, and mk and Mk represent the
light neutrino mass and the heavy neutrino mass, respectively. U is the neutrino-mixing
matrix, or PMNS matrix for the light neutrino case. The effective neutrino mass matrix
can be calculated from the current estimation of the neutrino masses and mixing angles,
in the case of the light neutrino exchange model. For example, from a cosmological
observation, the sum of three light neutrino masses is less than 0.42 eV, which translates to
〈mν〉l1l2 < 0.14 eV [36].
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Another important term in Equation (1) is Mν/N , representing the nuclear matrix
element (NME) for the light and heavy neutrino, respectively. This is a transition probability
matrix of the nucleon from the initial state to the final state:

Mi ∝
∫

dq ∑
n
〈 f |Jµ(x)|n〉〈n|Jν(y)|i〉 =M(GT)

i +M(T)
i +M(F)

i , (4)

where n is an intermediate nuclear state and q and J represent the momentum transfer
and hadronic current, respectively. Theoretically, the matrix element is the sum of three
components: the axial vector (M(GT)

i , Gamow–Teller term), tensor (M(T)
i ), and vector

(M(F)
i , Fermi term) terms, where the axial vector NME is the dominant one [19,37]. Because

of uncertainties in the nucleus models, and difficulty of calculating many body dynamics,
the NME calculation usually needs to be approximated. Approximation methods of NME
calculations used for 0νββ experiments, such as the interacting shell model (ISM), quasi-
particle random-phase approximation (QRPA), interacting boson model (IBM), projected
Hartree–Fock–Bogoliubov model (PHFB), and energy density functional method (EDF),
are reviewed by Vergados et al. [38] and Engel and Menéndez [19]. Engel and Menén-
dez [19] also show the NME calculations for 0νββ in different materials and with different
approximation methods differ by up to a factor of three. This shows the importance of un-
derstanding the NME for the 0νββ process, and therefore for the similar µ− → e+ process,
in the minimal extension of the SM with a Majorana neutrino.

Using this formulation, the theoretical estimation of the µ− → e+ rate was obtained
by Domin et al. [35]:

Rµ−e+ ≡ Γ(µ− + N(A, Z)→ e+ + N′(A, Z− 2))
Γ(µ− + N(A, Z)→ (All muon captures))

(5)

= 2.6× 10−22 ×


∣∣〈mν〉µe/me

∣∣2|Mν|2 (light neutrino)∣∣∣〈M−1
N 〉µemp

∣∣∣2|MN |2 (heavy neutrino)


Applying the effective neutrino mass obtained from the experimental data on the neutrinos
masses and their mixing, and the NME for titanium from the QRPA method,Rµ−e+(Ti) is:

(0.008− 1.7)× 10−41 for a light neutrino, normal neutrino mass hierarchy,
(0.05− 6.7)× 10−40 for a light neutrino, inverted neutrino mass hierarchy, and

≤ 3.8× 10−24 for a heavy neutrino.

While the estimated µ− → e+ rate is much higher in the heavy Majorana neutrino case
than the light neutrino one, it is far smaller than the feasible experimental reach.

Any ∆L = 2 interaction other than the tree-level interaction depicted in Figure 1
may lead to µ− → e+. This was studied by Berryman et al. [12] by using an effective
operator description and normalizing the estimation of the Majorana neutrino exchange
case (including one- and two-loop corrections) with the above tree-level calculation. The
conversion rate was estimated according to the new physics energy scale (Λ), shown in
Figure 2. From the expected sensitivity of Mu2e, the new physics energy scale accessible
from a µ− → e+ measurement is comparably low, around 40 GeV, compared to the new
physics scale accessible from a µ− → e− measurement at Mu2e of O(104)TeV. For all
possible ∆L = 2 interactions leading to µ− → e+ and 0νββ, the new physics scale reach of
µ− → e+ searches is a few orders of magnitude smaller than 0νββ experiments. According
to Berryman et al. [12], the observation of µ− → e+ would imply the following: first,
that the neutrino is a Majorana fermion; second, that flavor effects suppress 0νββ while
enhancing µ− → e+; and third, that a combination of complex interactions other than the
tree-level interaction is responsible for the physics of nonzero neutrino mass.
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Figure 2. The estimation of the µ− → e+ rate, as a function of the new physics scale parameter Λ,
taken from Ref. [12].

2.2. Past µ− → e+ Experiments

The results from past µ− → e+ experiments are listed in Table 1 [39]. The experimental
techniques were similar for most all of these searches: a muon beam interacted with a
nuclear target, where muons quickly fell to a 1s orbit in a target atom. The outgoing positron
spectrum from the nuclear target was measured in a tracking detector, searching for the
µ− → e+ signal. The experiment using 127I as the nuclear target [40] used a radiochemical
method: a muon beam interacted with a NaI target, and then the target was chemically
treated to extract 127Sb or 127Te, where the decay rate of 127Te was measured to detect an
excess of 127Sb.

Figure 3 shows the most recent µ− → e+ experimental search [25] and the comparison
to the most recent µ− → e− search [41], both from SINDRUM II. For µ− → e+, the nucleus
in the final state can be either in the ground state or an excited state. In the case of the
transition to the ground state, the signal positron is monoenergetic with an energy (Eµ−e+ )
given by:

Eµ−e+ = mµ + M(A, Z)−M(A, Z− 2)− Bµ − Erecoil , (6)

where mµ is the muon mass, M(A, Z) is the mass of the nucleus N(A, Z), Bµ is the binding
energy of the muonic atom, and Erecoil is the recoil energy of the outgoing nucleus. Similarly
to photo–nuclear reactions, the µ− → e+ process may leave the target nuclei in an excited
state, a Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR), which is a collective vibration of protons against
neutrons with a dipole spatial pattern [42]. For example, a GDR with a 20 MeV width was
assumed in Ref. [25], resulting in a much wider energy distribution for the signal positron, as
can be seen in Figure 3. The past experimental results in Table 1 are separately reported for
the final ground state and GDR state of the nucleus. Table A2 lists the Eµ−e+ of the ground
state transition for some selected nuclei used by or considered for µ− → e+ experiments.
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Table 1. The past µ− → e+ experimental results [39]. The limits are quoted at 90% CL, and Ncapture

is the number of muon captures in the experiments. GS and GDR represent ground state and giant
dipole resonance excitation of the final nucleus status. While the natural abundance of 32S and 127I
among their isotopes are almost 100%, Ti and Cu are not, which is the reason for not specifying the
mass of Ti and Cu.

Nuclei Upper Limit Ncapture Year Experiment Detector GS/GDR Reference

Ti

3.6× 10−11 }
2.5× 1013 1998 SINDRUM II Drift chamber GDR [25,43]

1.7× 10−12 GS
8.9× 10−11 }

4.9× 1012 1993 SINDRUM II Drift chamber GDR [44]
4.3× 10−12 GS
1.7× 10−10 9× 1012 1988 (TRIUMF) TPC GDR [45]

32S
9× 10−10 6.7× 1011 1980 SIN Streamer chamber GDR [46]
1.5× 10−9 1.2× 1011 1978 SIN Streamer chamber GDR [47]

Cu 2.6× 10−8 1972 Spark chamber GS/GDR [48]
2.2× 10−7 2.2× 109 1962 (CERN) Spark chamber [49]

127I 3× 10−10 2.1× 1012 1980 Radiochemical GS [40]

Figure 3. The energy spectrum of the signal estimation and backgrounds of µ− → e+ (left) and
µ− → e− (right) from the SINDRUM II experiment [25,41]. For µ− → e+, the upper (a and b) and
lower (c) plots are the data when the muon beam is on and off, respectively. Plot (b) shows the
decay time distribution relative to the 50.63 MHz beam arrival time, where beam-related electron
backgrounds are associated with the beam arrival at 0 ns. The light gray data in plot (a) shows all of
the data and the dark gray data is after vetoing these events associated in time with the beam pulse.
For µ− → e−, the upper and lower plots are the data with the radiative pion background candidates
removed and enhanced, respectively.

3. Future µ−→ e+ Experimental Searches
3.1. Upcoming Experimental Prospects

The COMET Phase-I [4] and Mu2e [5] experiments will have unprecedented sensitivity
to µ−→ e+ using aluminum as their nuclear targets, with single-event sensitivities (SES)
in the order of 10−15 and 10−17 respectively in the µ−→ e− conversion search. These
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experiments are expected to have similar sensitivities in the µ−→ e+ channel. After COMET
Phase-I, the detector will be upgraded for COMET Phase-II which will have an SES on the
order of 10−17 [4]. COMET Phase-II will not be able to search for positron and electron
signals simultaneously, so a µ− → e+ search would be a special run of the µ− → e−

experiment and not necessarily reach the same muon statistics as estimated for the electron
channel. There has also been an expression of interest in upgrading the Mu2e detector,
called Mu2e-II, with an SES on the order of 10−18 [50].

Both COMET Phase-I and Mu2e use similar principles to search for the µ−→ e−

and µ−→ e+ processes: (1) a pulsed proton beam is used to produce pions and muons
in a production target within a superconducting solenoid; (2) the low-momentum pions
and muons are guided by the superconducting production solenoid field to a curved
transport superconducting solenoid, which has an acceptance designed to eliminate high-
momentum particles; (3) an off-axis collimator selects the desired charge of the beam,
utilizing the sign-dependent drift of the beam along the curved beamline; (4) the muons
from production and pion decays along the beamline are stopped in a nuclear target within
a superconducting solenoid containing the cylindrical detector elements; (5) nonstopped
beam particles continue through the solenoid, passing through a central axis hole in the
detector elements; (6) after a time sufficient for nearly all pions to either decay or be captured
on the nuclear target, signal candidates are reconstructed in the detectors (where the central
holes blind them to the high intensity, low-momentum muon decay backgrounds). COMET
Phase-II is similar to Phase-I, except after the stopping target there is a second curved
transport solenoid followed by the detectors, where the second transport solenoid provides
the momentum filtering, eliminating the need for a central hole in the detectors. This
second transport solenoid is also what prevents the simultaneous search for µ−→ e− and
µ−→ e+. The pulsed proton beam significantly reduces beam-related backgrounds during
the signal measurement period by delaying the signal measurement period until after
the beam products arrive. This time-delay method requires that the lifetime of the muon
in the nuclear target (see Table A2) is large enough that there are a sufficient number of
muon captures/decays in the target during the signal search period. Due to this restriction,
nuclear target materials with Z & 40 cannot be easily studied in experiments such as
COMET and Mu2e.

3.2. Background Consideration

A potentially dominant physics background to µ− → e+ comes from radiative muon
capture (RMC),

µ− + N(A, Z)→ νµ + N(A, Z− 1) + γ ,

followed by photon pair production, γ→ e+e−, where the e+ in the pair is misidentified as
a signal. The photon energy spectrum of RMC, in particular in the endpoint energy region,
is poorly known experimentally [51]. However, the maximum allowed endpoint energy
(Eend

RMC) can be kinematically determined:

Eend
RMC = mµ + M(A, Z)−M(A, Z− 1)− Bµ − Erecoil . (7)

The endpoint energies of some relevant nuclei are shown in Table A2. The nucleus in
the final state may not be N(A, Z − 1) once nucleon emission occurs. In this case, the
RMC endpoint energy is smaller than that of Equation (7). It is also possible that the RMC
endpoint energy could be much smaller depending on the spin state of the N(A, Z) and
N(A, Z− 1) nuclei.

In order to account for the RMC background, it is necessary to measure the RMC
photon spectrum, either at the µ− → e− experiment or in a dedicated experiment, such as
the AlCap experiment [52]. In addition, the kinematic separation of the RMC background
and the µ− → e+ positron can be improved in future experiments such as COMET Phase-II
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or Mu2e-II by choosing a target material where the endpoint energy of RMC is smaller than
the µ− → e+ positron energy, Eend

RMC < Eµ−e+ [53], therefore:

M(A, Z− 2) < M(A, Z− 1) . (8)

Radiative pion capture (RPC),

π− + N(A, Z) → N(A, Z− 1) + γ and

π+ + N(A, Z) → N(A, Z + 1) + γ ,

followed by γ → e+e− is another background source, when the converted positron is
misidentified as a signal. The RPC background can be controlled in µ− → e+ and µ− →
e− experiments by suppressing the pion contamination in the muon beam. The pion
contamination can be suppressed by using a beamline sufficiently long where the pions
decay to muons before reaching the nuclear target. This was true for the previous µ− → e−

measurements, where the π/µ ratio was about 10−7 for the SINDRUM II experiment for
example, allowing the use of a continuous muon beam with continuous data acquisition [25].
The COMET and Mu2e µ− → e− experiments are targeting a factor of 100 to 10,000
improvement on the upper limits for the µ− → e− process in the absence of a signal. To
suppress the effects of pions and other nonmuon beam particles contaminating the beam,
they adopt a pulsed proton beam with a high interbeam-pulse primary-particle suppression
and a delayed data-acquisition timing window technique [4,5].

Antiprotons contaminating the muon beam can annihilate in the muon-stopping
target and create high energy background e± tracks, as well as introduce delayed pion
background due to interactions along the muon beamline. Along with the pulsed beam
technique, antiproton absorbers can be placed in the muon beamline to suppress the
antiproton background.

Another large background arises from cosmic-ray-induced events. In general, the
cosmic-ray-induced background is similar for the µ− → e− and µ− → e+ searches. There-
fore, the consideration of the detector design to suppress the cosmic-ray background for
the µ− → e− search is also applicable for the µ− → e+ search. The COMET and Mu2e
experiments are developing cosmic-ray veto-detector systems to detect charged cosmic-ray
particles entering the detectors and veto signal candidates coincident with these detected
cosmic rays. Cosmic rays can be reconstructed in the trackers at COMET Phase-I and
Mu2e to constrain the cosmic-ray veto-detector systems’ efficiencies, and in the case of
COMET Phase-I where the tracking detector covers the muon stopping target, cosmic
rays that interact with the stopping target and produce background tracks can be fully
reconstructed [54].

Muon decay-in-orbit (DIO), which is one of the major background sources for µ− → e−,
is also a background source in the µ− → e+ search due to photons generated in DIO
electron interactions, pair-creating a positron in the detector material. It is not an important
background at the SES of the planned COMET and Mu2e experiments as long as the
charge identification is sufficient to suppress DIO electrons being reconstructed as positron
events. However, it should be noted that the charge identification will never be perfect,
especially in the case that an electron or positron is generated downstream of the detector
system and propagates back to the muon-stopping target, where only the tracker hit timing
and, for Mu2e and COMET Phase-II, the calorimeter information can distinguish the
particle trajectory.

3.3. RMC Status

Both COMET and Mu2e will have far greater sensitivity to the high-momentum
positron spectrum from RMC than previous muon conversion and RMC measurement
experiments. The background to the µ− → e+ search arises from highly asymmetric RMC
photon conversions, either from on-shell photons converting in the detector material or off-
shell photons internally converting, and the background strongly depends on the nuclear
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target. The internal conversion spectrum for RMC has never been measured, though the
internal conversion spectrum approximation from Kroll and Wada [55] (with corrections
published by Joseph [56]) for general nuclear captures with RPC in mind should similarly
apply for RMC, as shown by Plestid and Hill [57]. This approximation makes simplifying
assumptions about the e+e− matrix element by using the energy spectrum of the on-shell
photon and assumes that the virtuality of the e+e− pair is small. Following this, the
internal conversion spectrum can be estimated directly from the on-shell photon spectrum,
requiring only an on-shell photon spectrum to predict the total on- and off-shell photon
induced background. Plestid and Hill show that this approximation is most reliable in the
high energy region of the positron spectrum, with the next-order uncertainty decreasing as
the positron energy approaches the endpoint [57].

The on-shell RMC photon spectrum was measured by the TRIUMF RMC Spectrom-
eter group on several nuclear targets, including aluminum [51,58–60]. The experiment
was interested in studying the pseudoscalar-coupling constant in weak interactions, gp,
through the ratio gp/ga, where ga is the axial-coupling constant. As such, the focus of the
measurements was on the total rate of RMC, not on a precise model of the high-energy tail.

The closure approximation is typically used to describe the RMC photon energy
spectrum, where one assumes the sum of the nuclear final states can be approximated
with a single nuclear transition using the mean excitation energy. This nuclear excitation
energy manifests as the closure approximation endpoint, and is typically considered a free
parameter that is fit to data. The closure approximation photon energy spectrum is shown
in Equation (9), where x = Eγ/kmax and kmax is the spectrum endpoint [61]:

dn
dx

=
e2

π

k2
max
m2

µ
(1− N − Z

A
)(1− 2x + 2x2)x(1− x)2 . (9)

The TRIUMF RMC Spectrometer group measured a closure approximation endpoint
of 90.1 ± 1.8 MeV and a branching fraction of (1.40± 0.11)× 10−5 above 57 MeV with
respect to ordinary muon capture (OMC) using aluminum as their nuclear target [51]. This
endpoint is significantly lower than the kinematic endpoint on aluminum, ∼101.9 MeV,
as shown in Appendix A. This was the case for all of the nuclear targets—the fit closure
approximation endpoint was ∼10 MeV below the target’s kinematic endpoint. As nothing
forbids photon energies up to the kinematic endpoint, there is no reason to expect the
spectrum to be 0 between the measured endpoint and the kinematic endpoint, though it
may be suppressed. Predictions using a Fermi gas model by Fearing et al. [62,63] show the
photon energy spectrum falling up to the kinematic endpoint, with no tuned endpoint as
found in the closure approximation. A few example spectra from these calculations are
shown in Figure 4.

On aluminum, the nuclear target for the currently planned COMET Phase-I and Mu2e
searches, the ground state transition energy for the positron signal is 92.3 MeV, far below the
RMC kinematic endpoint of ∼101.9 MeV. Unlike the µ−→ e− searches, DIO backgrounds
are not a significant background in the positron channel at the sensitivity level of the current
and future experiments, so the dominant backgrounds are RMC, RPC, antiprotons, and
cosmic-ray events. The non-RMC backgrounds are expected to contribute similarly in the
positron and electron channel, where the expectation is less than 1 event per experiment
for both searches [4,5]. Assuming the closure approximation with the measured endpoint,
the true positron spectrum would end at 89.6± 1.8 MeV/c with a rapidly falling spectrum,
so only resolution and energy loss effects would lead to overlaps with the signals. As the
resolution is approximately 200 keV/c for both experiments [4,5] and the two processes are
separated by nearly 3 MeV/c, both experiments would be able to maintain a background
expectation of less than one event per experiment for the measured endpoint.
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Figure 4. RMC spectra vs. kFermi [62] (left) and example RMC spectra [63] (right) as calculated using
a Fermi gas model. In the left figure, m∗ is the effective mass used in the calculation and the different
lines correspond to kF values of 0, 70, 140, 210, and 280 MeV from top to bottom.

The dataset on aluminum for the 1999 RMC measurement from TRIUMF only had
3051 photons above 57 MeV, so this measurement was not sensitive to photon rates above
90 MeV that are about 3000 times smaller than the total rate above 57 MeV (R(Eγ >

57 MeV) =
ΓRMC(Eγ > 57 MeV)

ΓOMC
). COMET Phase-I and Mu2e will see about 1016 and 1018

muon captures respectively [4,5], and so will have ∼1011 and 1013 RMC photons above
57 MeV. To test their sensitivity to RMC beyond the fit endpoint on aluminum, we assume
a flat photon energy spectrum tail above 90 MeV up to the kinematic endpoint with a rate
around the sensitivity limit of the 1999 measurement, shown in Equation (10):

R(Eγ > 90 MeV) =
1

3000
× R(Eγ > 57 MeV) = 4.7× 10−9 . (10)

We also make the following simplifying assumptions: all e± energies from a photon
conversion are equally likely, such that the energy-sharing distribution between the e+e−

pair is flat, there is a 0.1% chance of a photon conversion in the nuclear target, and the
tracking efficiency for ∼90 MeV/c positrons is 10%. This leads to a positron background
rate of O(500) and O(50, 000) events per MeV/c at 90 MeV/c for COMET Phase-I and
Mu2e respectively, before considering internal photon conversions, as shown in Figure 5.
In this simple model, which is consistent with the existing data on aluminum, the RMC
background estimate would change from below 1 background event to 10s of thousands
of background events near the signal for 1018 muon captures, significantly lessening the
discovery potential of µ−→ e+ signal searches.

3.4. RMC Considerations at Future µ− → e+ Experiments

The discovery potential of future experiments searching for µ−→ e+ is entwined
with their understanding of the RMC background, where any claim of new physics must
also be able to accurately subtract the SM background. As the RMC spectrum is not
well constrained by existing measurements, muon conversion experiments should plan to
perform RMC measurements on the relevant nuclear targets. COMET and Mu2e should
investigate how to measure the RMC spectrum using the electron and positron spectra,
paying special attention to how to avoid unblinding the µ−→ e+ signal region of the
positron spectrum. If both the electron and positron track can be reconstructed for an RMC
photon conversion, this will allow one to measure the photon energy while also likely
avoiding the µ−→ e+ signal unblinding. A calorimeter measurement, using reconstructed
photon clusters, would allow a direct measurement of the photon energy spectrum, where
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the positron spectrum due to off-shell conversions can be described using the results from
Plestid and Hill given a measurement of the on-shell photon spectrum [57]. A dedicated
experiment to measure the RMC spectrum on the intended nuclear target should also
be investigated.

Figure 5. Assumed on-shell RMC photon spectrum high energy tail on aluminum for 1018 muon
captures (left) and the corresponding positron spectrum using the simplifying assumptions about
the conversion spectrum and track reconstruction (right). The signal process is also shown using the
same tracking efficiency for a sampleRµ−e+ value of 10−16, which would likely be discoverable in
the absence of an RMC background.

Future muon conversion experiments can also consider choosing a nuclear target
whose µ−→ e+ ground state transition energy is above the kinematic endpoint of the RMC
spectrum, kinematically suppressing this background. This translates into a requirement
that the nuclear mass of N(A,Z-2) is smaller than the nuclear mass of N(A,Z-1). Several
potential target choices were identified by Yeo et al. [53], where all of the nuclear targets
considered had µ−→ e+ ground state transition energies greater than the RMC positron
kinematic endpoints. Example targets well suited for µ−→ e+ measurements are titanium
(a common candidate for µ−→ e− experiments), sulfur, and calcium, which satisfy this mass
difference requirement while they also have long enough muon lifetimes to be useful at
experiments with delayed data acquisition to suppress pion backgrounds. For each nuclear
target considered, the authors assumed a closure approximation with the endpoint set to
be the kinematic endpoint and the branching fraction above 57 MeV to be the measured
value by the TRIUMF RMC Spectrometer group. For an example 1018 muon stops, they
found COMET Phase-II would be able to achieve limits at 90% CL of O(10−15) for the
ground state transition, a three-orders-of-magnitude improvement upon the current limit
from Ref. [25]. This is compared to the potential one order of magnitude gain by using
aluminum as the nuclear target [53], showing how critical the nuclear target choice can be
for the µ−→ e+ search.

These potential upper limits do not include an assessment of the impact on the limit
due to the systematic uncertainty on the RMC background modeling. The closure approxi-
mation does not take into account exclusive transitions to low-lying states, which could
lead to a more complicated background spectrum with kinks or knees in the photon energy
spectrum. These are likely to be smoothed by the (internal) pair conversion spectrum, but
without understanding the RMC spectrum it will be difficult to have confidence that an
observation of 5–10 events is definitive evidence of µ−→ e+ conversion, and not instead
due to an RMC transition. An observation of this size is sufficient to claim a discovery at
the upcoming µ−→ e− searches. As the goal of these searches is to discover new physics,
the experiments must be prepared for the potential discovery of the LFV and LNV process,
µ− → e+, which requires the confident rejection of RMC as an alternate hypothesis.
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4. Concluding Remarks: Towards Future µ−→ e+ Measurements

CLFV is a long sought-after signal of physics beyond the SM. Many experiments have
searched for µ− → e− and µ− → e+ processes, where the results are complementary to
the best-measured CLFV channel, µ→ eγ. The µ− → e+ process is also an LNV channel,
which may give insight into the Majorana property of the neutrino. Although it is not as
strong a channel as 0νββ is in general, its discovery would provide insight on potential
flavor effects in the neutrino mass generation. Current and future experiments will have
unprecedented sensitivity to both µ− → e− and µ− → e+ processes. However, the search
for µ− → e+ requires more careful considerations in terms of the nuclear target selection in
order to reach the full discovery potential of these experiments.

RMC is one of the least understood backgrounds at µ− → e− experiments, with
the potential to be the largest background in the µ− → e+ search. RMC is theoretically
understudied, and previous RMC measurements do not have the necessary sensitivity in
the high-energy photon region to sufficiently constrain this background at the currently
planned COMET Phase-I and Mu2e experiments. These experiments will need to measure
the RMC photon energy spectrum in order to confidently reject the SM background in the
case of a µ− → e+ signal.

An important consideration for the currently planned COMET and Mu2e experiments
using aluminum as their nuclear target is what the next steps will be if they discover the
process of µ− → e+. A common idea is to attempt to determine the nature of the new
physics by testing the nuclear target dependence of the conversion rate [50]. For µ− → e−,
Refs. [64,65] show for example models this rate may only vary by ∼10–30% between the
models for nuclear targets feasible for COMET Phase-II and Mu2e-II. The total number of
muon captures will likely only be known to ∼10% [5], uncorrelated between the targets,
making a comparison with less than 15% uncertainty in the difference between the rates
difficult. It would also require a high statistics discovery to have a precise measurement
of the branching fraction, far beyond the threshold of ∼5–10 events needed to claim a
discovery for the µ− → e− (and potentially µ− → e+) searches.

In the µ− → e+ case, there is more than the ground-state transition to consider.
Experiments can search for the GDR transition in addition to the ground-state transition,
and measure the relative rate between the ground state and the GDR transition. As this is a
ratio, independent of the number of muon captures, it is possible this can be better used
to test the rate dependence on the nuclear target, helping to understand the underlying
mechanism for the LNV process. The nuclear dependence of the µ− → e+ process needs to
be further studied to determine the potential next steps that experiments should take in the
case of a µ− → e+ discovery.
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Appendix A. RMC Endpoint Calculation on Aluminum

The RMC kinematic endpoint on aluminum can be calculated by considering the
“decay” of the µ− N(A, Z) system to γ N(A, Z − 1)νµ with p(νµ) = 0, which is then a
two-body decay with a photon energy given by Equation (7). Since the muon is ∼200 times
heavier than the electron, and therefore has a much closer orbit in the atom, the electrons
do not participate in the process. The relevant masses are then the muon mass and the
incoming and outgoing nuclei masses, not the atomic masses, where the nuclear mass
is given by M(A, Z) = MA − Z · me, where MA = Ar · u, Ar is the relative mass, u is
the atomic mass unit, and me is the electron mass. The final state particles then satisfy
pγ = −p27 Al and the energy of the recoiling magnesium nucleus is given by:

E27 Mg =
M2 + MN(

27Mg)2

2M
= Erecoil + MN(

27Mg) , (A1)

where M is the mass of the muonic aluminum system, M = M(27 Al) + mµ − Bµ. Table A1
shows the input parameters for Equations (A1) and (7). The resulting kinematic RMC
endpoint on aluminum is 101.867 MeV. The corresponding positron energy endpoint that
is relevant for µ− → e+ experiments is one electron mass below this, which is listed in
Table A2 for some example nuclei.

Table A1. Parameters used in the RMC endpoint energy calculation on aluminum.

Parameter Value Unit Reference

mµ 105.6583745 MeV/c2 [66]
me 0.5109989461 MeV/c2 [66]
1u 931.49410242 MeV/c2 [66]
Bµ 0.464 MeV [67]

Ar(27 Al) 26.98153841 u [68]
MN(

27 Al) 25126.501 MeV/c2

Ar(27Mg) 26.98434063 u [68]
MN(

27Mg) 25129.622 MeV/c2

Erecoil 0.206 MeV/c2
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Table A2. The energy of the signal positron (Eµ−e+ ) obtained from Equation (6), the RMC positron
endpoint energy (Eend

RMC) of the ground-state transition obtained from Equation (7), and the lifetime
of the muonic atom (τµ− ) of some nuclei considered for µ− → e+ experiments. The energy of the
signal electron (Eµ−e− ) for µ− → e− are also shown for comparison. Nuclear masses required for
these calculations are taken from AME2016 data [68]. The lifetime data is from Ref. [69].

Nuclide Eµ−e+ [MeV] Eend
RMC [MeV] τµ− [ns] Eµ−e− [MeV]

27Al 92.30 101.36 864 104.97
32S 101.80 102.03 555 104.76

40Ca 103.55 102.06 333 104.39
48Ti 98.89 99.17 329 104.18
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